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ABSTRACT
This is the first UK national guideline to concentrate on acute lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) and has been commissioned by the Clinical Services and Standards Committee of the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG). The Guidelines Development Group consisted of representatives from the BSG Endoscopy Committee, the Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland, the British Society of Interventional Radiology, the Royal College of Radiologists, NHS Blood and Transplant and a patient representative. A systematic search of the literature was undertaken and the quality of evidence and grading of recommendations appraised according to the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) methodology. These guidelines focus on the diagnosis and management of acute LGIB in adults, including methods of risk assessment and interventions to diagnose and treat bleeding (colonoscopy, computed tomography, mesenteric angiography, endoscopic therapy, embolisation and surgery). Recommendations are included on the management of patients who develop LGIB while receiving anticoagulants (including direct oral anticoagulants) or antiplatelet drugs. The appropriate use of blood transfusion is also discussed, including haemoglobin triggers and targets.

FULL LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1. We suggest that patients presenting with lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) are stratified as unstable or stable (unstable defined as a shock index $>1$). Stable bleeds should then be categorised as major or minor, using a risk assessment tool such as the Oakland score (weak recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
2. We recommend that patients presenting with a minor self-limiting bleed (such as those with an Oakland score $\leq 8$ points), with no other indications for hospital admission can be discharged for urgent outpatient investigation (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
3. We recommend that patients with a major bleed should be admitted to hospital for colonoscopy on the next available list (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
4. We recommend that if a patient is haemodynamically unstable or has a shock index (heart rate/systolic BP) of $>1$ after initial resuscitation and/or active bleeding is suspected, CT angiography provides the fastest and least invasive means to localise the site of blood loss before planning endoscopic or radiological therapy (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).
5. As LGIB associated with haemodynamic instability may be indicative of an upper gastrointestinal bleeding source, we recommend that an upper endoscopy should be performed immediately if no source is identified by initial CT angiography (CTA). If the patient stabilises after initial resuscitation, gastroscopy may be the first investigation (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).
6. Where indicated, catheter angiography with a view to embolisation should be performed as soon as possible after a positive CTA to maximise chances of success. In centres with a 24/7 interventional radiology service, this should be available within 60 min for haemodynamically unstable patients (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).
7. We recommend that no patient should proceed to emergency laparotomy unless every effort has been made to localise bleeding by radiological and/or endoscopic modalities, except under exceptional circumstances (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).
8. We recommend that in patients who are clinically stable but may need red blood cell (RBC) transfusion, restrictive RBC thresholds (Hb trigger 70 g/L and a Hb concentration target of 70–90 g/L after transfusion) should be used, unless the patient has a history of cardiovascular disease, in which case a trigger of 80 g/L and a target of 100 g/L should be used (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).
9. We recommend interrupting warfarin therapy at presentation (weak recommendation, low quality evidence). In cases of unstable gastrointestinal haemorrhage, anticoagulation should be reversed with prothrombin complex factor (International Normalised Ratio) to $<1.5$ (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).
concentrate and vitamin K (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). For patients with low thrombotic risk, warfarin should be restarted at 7 days after haemorrhage (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

10. In patients with high thrombotic risk (ie, prosthetic metal heart valve in mitral position, atrial fibrillation with prosthetic heart valve or mitral stenosis, <3 months after venous thromboembolism), we recommend that low molecular weight heparin treatment be considered at 48 hours after haemorrhage (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

11. We suggest that aspirin for primary prophylaxis of cardiovascular events should be permanently discontinued (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

12. We recommend that aspirin for secondary prevention is not routinely stopped. If it is stopped, it should be restarted as soon as haemostasis is achieved (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

13. We recommend that dual antiplatelet therapy with a P2Y12 receptor antagonist and aspirin is not routinely stopped in patients with coronary stents in situ, and management should be in liaison with a cardiologist (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). In unstable haemorrhage we recommend continuing aspirin if the P2Y12 receptor antagonist is interrupted (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). P2Y12 receptor antagonist therapy should be reinstated within 5 days (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

14. We recommend interrupting direct oral anticoagulant therapy at presentation (strong recommendation, low quality evidence). We recommend considering treatment with inhibitors such as idarucizumab or andexanet for life-threatening haemorrhage on direct oral anticoagulants (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). We suggest restarting direct oral anticoagulant drug treatment at a maximum of 7 days after haemorrhage (weak recommendation, very low quality evidence).

15. All hospitals should have a GI bleeding lead and agreed pathways for the management of acute LGIB (good practice statement).

16. We recommend that all hospitals that routinely admit patients with LGIB should have access to 7/7 on-site colonoscopy and the facilities to provide endoscopic therapy (good practice statement).

17. We recommend that all hospitals that routinely admit patients with LGIB should have access to 24/7 interventional radiology either on site, or via a formalised referral pathway to another hospital (good practice statement).

BACKGROUND
Lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) has an estimated incidence of 33–87/100 0001 2 and accounts for 3% of emergency surgical referrals.3 In the United Kingdom, LGIB has been the subject of two recent reviews of care: the National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) report entitled Time to get control: a review of the care received by patients who had severe gastrointestinal haemorrhage, and a national comparative audit conducted by NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) and the Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland (ACPGBI).4 These reports identified deficiencies in the provision of emergency interventions for LGIB.5 Notably, only 55% of hospitals that routinely admitted patients with LGIB were able to provide appropriate 24/7 access to interventional radiology, and 73% access to 24/7 colonoscopy.4

In the UK, in-hospital mortality is 3.4%, although this rises to 18% in patients who develop LGIB while already hospitalised,6 and 20% in patients with transfusion requirements of ≥4 units of red cells.7 Mortality is generally related to comorbidity, not exsanguinating haemorrhage.6 The majority of patients with LGIB are admitted to general surgical wards,8 and tend to be elderly with a high burden of comorbidity.9

After initial resuscitation, the diagnosis and treatment of LGIB remains a challenge for clinicians; identifying the source of bleeding is a clinical priority, and can be challenging in comparison with upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB). Flexible sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are the primary investigations,10 and can provide a means of endoscopic treatment, although this form of treatment is used in only 2.1% cases of LGIB in the UK.6 Radiological investigations such as general abdominal CT scanning or dedicated CT angiography (CTA) are used in over 25% of cases.6 If extravasation of contrast is shown on CTA, formal, invasive angiography with the option of mesenteric embolisation can be undertaken, although in practice embolisation is used in <1% of cases.6 Emergency laparotomy for bleeding is very uncommon.6 Overall, the most common intervention is red blood cell (RBC) transfusion.4

In the UK, the most common cause of LGIB is diverticular bleeding,6 although database studies from the USA suggest that prevalence of hospitalisations for diverticular bleeding is decreasing.9 Up to 60% of cases of diverticular bleeding can be classed as severe,10 and it is the most common indication for mesenteric embolisation in patients with LGIB.10 11 The second most frequent diagnoses are the benign anorectal conditions, such as haemorrhoids, fissures and rectal ulcers.8 Significant bleeding from haemorrhoids is generally considered uncommon and brisk LGIB should not be ascribed to haemorrhoids until other causes have been excluded. However, serious haemorrhoidal bleeding is increased in patients with coagulopathy or who are receiving anticoagulants.12 Angioectasia can occur at multiple sites within the GI tract, mostly commonly in the caecum.13 Rectal proctopathy following pelvic radiotherapy, commonly for prostate cancer or cervical cancer, may present acutely with significant bleeding. Other causes of LGIB include colitis, colorectal cancer and polyps,2 7 but 23% of patients admitted to hospital with LGIB in the UK are discharged without a diagnosis.8

The aims of the guideline are to define standards of care for patients who present acutely with LGIB to UK hospitals, particularly focusing on initial assessment, investigation and haemostatic intervention, the standardisation of care and use of hospital resources. The overall objective is to provide the highest quality care to patients presenting with LGIB.

Scope of the guideline
The focus of this guideline is the in-hospital management of adult patients presenting with acute LGIB. The management of uncomplicated LGIB in primary care is beyond the scope of this guideline. For this purpose, LGIB refers to patients who present with bright or dark red blood per rectum, clots per rectum or blood mixed in with stool. This guideline is intended to be used by all practitioners who are involved in the hospital care of patients with LGIB. This is the first version of this guideline.

DEVELOPMENT OF THIS GUIDELINE
The guideline was commissioned by the BSG Clinical Services and Standards Committee and the Endoscopy Section, and
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developed by a multidisciplinary panel of 16 participants comprising gastroenterologists, surgeons and radiologists, following an initial face to face meeting.

The guideline was developed according to the AGREE (Appraisal of Guidelines for REsearch & Evaluation) methodology. A guideline committee was assembled, chaired by JH. Working subgroups with specific areas of expertise were formed to critically appraise the literature supporting the following areas of clinical management: initial assessment, risk stratification and resuscitation (KO, VJ, MFM); medical management (AMV); diagnostic and therapeutic radiology (RU, SM); the exclusion of UGIB and capsule endoscopy (MM); colonoscopy (AH, JEE, AJM); surgery (RG, JW). KO created the first draft of the guideline and all authors critically revised the paper. All recommendations were put to at least two rounds of anonymous voting by all members of the writing group until consensus was reached. The finalised guideline was then circulated to the Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland, the Royal College of Radiologists, the British Society of Intervention Radiology, NHS Blood and Transplant, and then peer-reviewed by the BSG via a standardised process.

Evidence supporting the recommendations within this guideline was identified using a systematic literature search of Medline, Embase, CDSR, CENTRAL, DARE, HTA and NHS EED, ClinicalTrials.gov and the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform for articles published between 1997 and December 2017 without language restrictions (details of the search strategy are given in online supplementary appendix 1). Studies published before 1997 were excluded as contemporary management options (such as endoscopic haemostasis) have only been widely adopted in the past 20 years. Studies of adults aged ≥16 years hospitalised with acute LGB of any cause were eligible. Eligible studies were graded according to the Oxford Centre for Evidence Based Medicine. Recommendations are categorised according to the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) system.

**MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM**

1. We suggest that patients presenting with lower GI bleeding are stratified as unstable or stable (unstable defined as a shock index >1). Stable bleeds should then be categorised as major or minor, using a risk assessment tool such as the Oakland score (weak recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

The recommended management of patients presenting with LGB is described in figure 1. All patients should have routine observations, a full history and examination, including a digital rectal examination, as well as appropriate blood tests. Shock index is calculated by dividing the heart rate by the systolic blood pressure and is a marker of active bleeding. Its use is well established in the trauma setting, although in patients with massive transfusion requirements. In UGIB, a study of 215 patients with UGIB showed that the shock index can identify...
patients who will require hospital-based intervention.\textsuperscript{20} There are few data describing the use of the shock index in LGIB, although the recent NCEPOD report that included LGIB, found that increasing shock index was associated with mortality.\textsuperscript{3} A shock index of $\geq 1$ can also be used to predict extravasation of contrast on angiography in LGIB\textsuperscript{21} and therefore may be used to identify patients with active bleeding, who are likely to benefit from CTA. As the shock index reflects simply haemodynamic instability and is easy to calculate, its use is warranted even though there are few studies describing its use in LGIB. In patients who are receiving $\beta$ blockade, the shock index should be interpreted with caution. A patient with a shock index $>1$ is classified as having unstable LGIB.

The next management step would be to perform CTA. If there is extravasation of contrast, the source of bleeding can then be treated by embolisation or endoscopic therapy. If a patient has a shock index of $<1$, they are less likely to have active bleeding, and can be classed as a ‘stable’ LGIB. A stable LGIB can then be risk assessed and classified as a major or minor bleed. A major bleed would benefit from hospital admission, whereas a minor bleed may be suitable for immediate discharge and outpatient investigation.

Risk assessment

The Oakland score is a risk assessment tool that was derived from a national audit of LGIB\textsuperscript{6} and can be used to classify stable bleeds as major or minor. It is the first score that has been specifically designed for LGIB and externally validated.\textsuperscript{22} It comprises seven variables that are routinely measured during initial clinical assessment: age, gender, previous hospital admission with LGIB, digital rectal examination findings, heart rate, systolic blood pressure and haemoglobin (Hb, table 1). The score is calculated by summing the individual components. A patient scoring $\leq 8$ points at presentation has a 95\% chance of safe discharge from the emergency department and is therefore classified as a minor bleed. If there are no other indications for hospital admission, a patient scoring $\leq 8$ points can be discharged from the emergency department with outpatient follow-up. Safe discharge is characterised as the absence of all of the following: rebleeding, RBC transfusion, therapeutic intervention to control bleeding (defined as need for endoscopic, radiological or surgical haemostasis), in-hospital death (all cause) and readmission with further LGIB within 28 days.\textsuperscript{22} A patient scoring $>8$ points is classified as a major bleed, and is likely to benefit from hospital admission. Although the Oakland score is both internally and externally validated, it has not been tested in populations beyond the UK. Additionally, owing to the liberal use of RBC transfusion in the population used to derive the score,\textsuperscript{6} it is likely to under-report the number of patients who can be safely discharged.\textsuperscript{22}

In comparison with previously described risk scores for LGIB, the Oakland score has superior ability to identify patients who are at low risk of adverse outcomes. It can also predict rebleeding and the need for RBC transfusion but is inferior at predicting mortality.\textsuperscript{22} The Glasgow-Blatchford score, which was designed for risk stratification in UGIB,\textsuperscript{23} has also been studied in patients with LGIB, and can identify patients at risk of adverse outcomes (rebleeding, need for RBC transfusion, in-hospital death).\textsuperscript{22} It may be clinically useful when assessing the risk of adverse outcomes in patients who it is not safe to discharge.

### Diagnosis

Options for diagnosing the source of bleeding include CTA, catheter mesenteric angiography and lower GI endoscopy, including colonoscopy, flexible sigmoidoscopy and proctoscopy. Radiological or endoscopic studies of the small bowel may also be used if a source of bleeding is not found in the colorectum and has been excluded from the UGI tract.

### Diagnosis: colonoscopy, flexible sigmoidoscopy and proctoscopy

2. We recommend that patients presenting with a minor self-terminating bleed (such as those with an Oakland score $\leq 8$ points), with no other indications for hospital admission can be discharged for urgent outpatient investigation (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Patients with minor bleeding who are suitable for outpatient investigation should have outpatient colonoscopy. The timing of this depends on clinical urgency and patient choice. However, as 6\% of patients presenting with LGIB have an underlying bowel cancer,\textsuperscript{24} endoscopy within 2 weeks is indicated in higher risk cases. This recommendation is in keeping with NICE guidance that patients aged over 50 with unexplained rectal bleeding should undergo colonoscopy within 2 weeks.\textsuperscript{25} The operational processes required to facilitate this require consideration when implementing this as a local policy.

---

**Table 1** Variables comprising the Oakland score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Score component value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\leq 40$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40–69$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 70$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous LGIB admission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRE findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No blood</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;70$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$70–89$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90–109$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 110$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;90$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90–119$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$120–129$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$130–159$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 160$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin (g/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;70$</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$70–89$</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90–109$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$110–129$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$130–159$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 160$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients scoring $\leq 8$, with no other indications for hospital admission are suitable for immediate discharge from Accident and Emergency and outpatient investigation. DRE, digital rectal examination; LGIB, lower gastrointestinal bleeding.
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In the national audit, benign anorectal conditions accounted for 16.7% of diagnoses. Assessment of the anal canal and rectum should therefore be undertaken in all patients presenting with LGIB, using rigid sigmoidoscopy, proctoscopy or flexible endoscopic examination. There are no robust studies directly comparing these modalities; however, the examination must permit the identification of vascular abnormalities, and Dieulafoy ulcers. If performing flexible sigmoidoscopy, useful information about haemorrhoidal disease and low rectal pathology can be obtained using retroflexion (J-maneuouvre).

3. We recommend that patients with a major bleed should be admitted to hospital for colonoscopy on the next available list (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Colonoscopy has been recommended as the preferred initial investigation in patients classified as having major or minor bleed, as it has the potential for diagnosis, application of different therapeutic modalities and the ability to mark areas of pathology for potential surgical resection via tattoo injection. Colonoscopy appears to be safe, with no evidence of increased complications compared with other interventions. Studies report diagnostic yields for colonoscopy of 42–90%. Much of this variation is due to a lack of accepted standardisation in reporting findings and the use of presumed sources of bleeding, such as haemorrhoids and diverticulosis. A much smaller proportion of patients have active bleeding seen at colonoscopy, with resulting therapeutic yields being significantly lower.

There is a lack of evidence comparing colonoscopy with other modalities, including only one randomised controlled trial (RCT). Green et al randomised 100 patients to either urgent colonoscopy (within 8 hours) or standard care (red cell scanning, catheter angiography or elective colonoscopy) with 50 in each group. While they reported higher diagnostic yields in those randomised to urgent colonoscopy, there were no differences between the two groups in therapeutic yield, length of hospital stay, transfusion requirements, mortality, rebleeding, intensive care admission or requirement for surgery. This study has major limitations, including a small sample size and a control group that included a mix of elective colonoscopy, red cell scanning or angiography. A retrospective study by Nagata et al evaluated 223 patients hospitalised for LGIB who underwent colonoscopy within 24 hours, 126 of whom had CTA within 3 hours of arrival before proceeding to colonoscopy. There was no difference in overall diagnostic yield between the groups. However, patients in the CTA/colonoscopy group had a significantly higher diagnostic rate for lesions with active bleeding, adherent clot and visible vessels, and subsequently received more haemostasis, although transfusion requirements and rebleeding rates were not affected. The recent UK audit of LGIB reported overall diagnostic yields of 71.7% for colonoscopy and 77.0% for flexible sigmoidoscopy, although these figures almost certainly represent presumed diagnoses, such as the presence of diverticular disease, as opposed to true stigmata of recent haemorrhage.

As there is no clear evidence for the benefit of colonoscopy over CTA as the initial diagnostic procedure, CTA should be the preferred initial evaluation in patients who are unstable, owing to its speed of access and assessment of the entire GI tract.

Timing of colonoscopy

The optimum time to perform colonoscopy for acute LGIB remains uncertain. Only one RCT has directly compared urgent (<12 hours) and elective (36–60 hours) colonoscopy in this group of patients. This trial showed no advantage with urgent colonoscopy for diagnostic or therapeutic yield, length of hospital stay, mortality, transfusion requirements or cost. Evidence on timing of colonoscopy from observational studies is conflicting and nearly all studies are retrospective. One prospective study, published in abstract form, reported increased diagnostic and therapeutic yields and decreased length of stay with urgent (<24 hours) colonoscopy, although there was no mortality benefit. Four further retrospective studies have also suggested increased therapeutic yield, decreased length of stay and reduced transfusion requirements with urgent (<24 hours) colonoscopy; however, none have shown any benefit in reduced mortality and a single study reported increased rebleed rates in the urgent group.

In contrast, two retrospective studies have not shown any benefit from urgent colonoscopy. The largest observational study was by Navaneeth et al, who retrospectively analysed 58,296 patients admitted with LGIB in the USA using the inpatient care database. Multivariate analysis showed that early (<24 hours) colonoscopy reduced length of stay (2.9 vs 4.6 days), transfusion requirements and costs. However, there was no difference in the proportion undergoing endoscopic therapy and no difference in mortality. Interestingly, subgroup analysis, limited to patients with a diagnosis of diverticular bleeding, showed no difference in length of stay, mortality or costs with early colonoscopy. A recent meta-analysis did not demonstrate any significant difference between early and delayed colonoscopy for the important clinical outcomes of rebleeding or RBC transfusion, but colonoscopy performed within 24 hours was found to significantly increase diagnostic and therapeutic yield and reduce the length of stay. Performing colonoscopy within 24 hours requires significant resources to allow safe, high-quality colonoscopy. Additionally, in many of the studies of timing of colonoscopy, many patients undergoing urgent colonoscopy were unable to tolerate oral bowel preparation, necessitating administration via a nasogastric tube. As there is no clear evidence of benefit with urgent colonoscopy (<24 hours) in patients presenting with acute LGIB, those who require inpatient investigation who do not have active bleeding should have an inpatient colonoscopy on the next available list.

If inpatient colonoscopy is to be performed, then patients should receive bowel preparation to enable adequate mucosal visualisation. There is limited evidence comparing bowel preparation regimens. A retrospective review comparing polyethylene glycol solution with glycerine or water enemas in patients undergoing colonoscopy for LGIB found higher diagnostic yields and reduced need for repeat colonoscopy in the polyethylene glycol group. A retrospective review of complications in patients receiving bowel preparation in LGIB reported that the most common complications were hypotension and vomiting, although no patient experienced aspiration pneumonia or volume overload.

Diagnosis: radiology

4. We recommend that if a patient is haemodynamically unstable or has a shock index (heart rate/systolic BP) of >1 after initial resuscitation and/or active bleeding is suspected, CT angiography provides the fastest and least invasive means to localise the site of blood loss before planning endoscopic or radiological therapy (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

CTA has a reported sensitivity of 79–95% and a specificity of 95–100% in retrospective clinical studies of LGIB. In the national audit the diagnostic yield of CTA was 49.7%, although only 149 patients underwent this investigation. Experimental
of a positive CTA scan were eight times more likely to identify active bleeding. Any benefit of shorter times to angiography could not be examined as only 17% (8/48) were performed in under 90 min. Similarly a case series of 120 patients with LGIB undergoing red cell scanning found that delays in performing angiography were associated with a reduced chance of demonstrating extravasation of contrast on the angiogram. 

Emboli-sation is used to control bleeding in a number of other clinical situations, including major trauma, LGIB and post partum haemorrhage. There is existing guidance on the expected response times of interventional radiology (IR) teams—for instance, in major trauma. The 2015 Royal College of Radiologists Standards of Practice recommends that IR teams should be in place within 60 min of the patient’s admission or 30 min of referral. The 2016 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence major trauma guideline recognised that while major trauma centre specification required IR access within 60 min, some patients would benefit from shorter times to treatment. The availability of interventional radiology varies between hospitals. If formal angiography is to be performed, this should be as soon as possible after a positive CTA to maximise the chance of visualising the bleeding point, thereby allowing treatment. When an on-site embolisation service is provided, it should be available within 60 min for haemodynamically unstable patients.

### Diagnosis: subsequent investigation if no cause of bleeding is found on CTA, lower GI endoscopy or gastroscopy

A range of additional investigations may be undertaken if imaging, upper and lower GI endoscopy are inconclusive; however, their availability varies between hospitals. Nuclear medicine may offer diagnosis where other investigations, such as CTA, angiography or colonoscopy, are negative, particularly when bleed rates are intermittent or slow. It offers good but variably reported sensitivity of 60–93%. A single retrospective review of CTA versus red cell scintigraphy showed equal sensitivity but improved anatomical localisation with CTA. There is no evidence to suggest that repeat CTA may be of benefit, unless bleeding becomes more brisk. Mesenteric angiography is unlikely to be of benefit in the immediate setting, particularly in the haemodynamically stable patient. One retrospective study found that no mesenteric angiograms done within 24 hours of negative CTA were positive.

Video capsule endoscopy (VCE) is a non-invasive investigation that permits examination of the entire length of the small bowel in 79–90% of patients. This modality is increasingly used in patients presenting with overt-obscure GI bleeding who have had adequate upper and lower GI endoscopy. Three RCTs support the use of VCE in patients with overt-obscure GI bleeding (documented blood loss, no cause found) and no source identified on upper and lower GI endoscopy, reporting a higher diagnostic yield than that of small bowel radiography, catheter angiography and push enteroscopy. In several retrospective and prospective case series the diagnostic yield of VCE has been reported as 50–72% in patients with obscure overt GI bleeding, with positive findings in more than half of the cases that were negative at CTA or angiography. The diagnostic yield of VCE in patients with overt bleeding appears to be highest when capsule endoscopy is performed as close as possible to the bleeding episode. If it is performed within 48 hours of presentation with bleeding, the diagnostic yield may be as high as 87–91.9%, but may drop to <50% if performed beyond 3 days of presentation. In patients who have documented overt GI bleeding with negative high-quality
upper and lower endoscopy, VCE should be the next diagnostic modality.72

Limitations of VCE include lack of therapeutic capabilities, inability to control its movement through the GI tract and difficulty in localising the lesion. A primary complication of VCE is capsule retention, occurring in 2% of patients undergoing evaluation for small bowel bleeding.73

**THERAPY**

Options for arrest of bleeding include endoscopic therapy, transcatheater mesenteric embolisation and surgery. However, most cases of LGIB will stop spontaneously.6 The primary modality for post-polypectomy bleeding is endoscopic therapy.

**Therapy: endoscopy**

If urgent colonoscopic therapy is indicated without a known bleeding point, patients can have the colon prepared with a rapid purge using polyethylene glycol electrolyte-based solutions of 4–6 litres over 3–4 hours, which may be delivered by nasogastric tube.29 However, blood is a potent laxative and if the bleeding point is known to be in the distal colorectum, for example, post-polypectomy bleed or source identified in CTA, an enema and copious washing may suffice (although the use of an enema alone is described by a small, retrospective, proof of concept study).40 CO2 with gas exchange should be used to reduce gas explosion risk in poorly prepared colons, and diathermy or argon plasma coagulation use should be carefully considered.

Endoscopic options for diverticular bleeding at colonoscopy include injection therapy—for example, epinephrine, endoscopic clipping (through- and over-the-scope), thermal therapies such as bipolar coagulation or argon plasma coagulation, and endoscopic band ligation, endoloops or haemostatic powders. All are reported as effective in case reports and case series.24 74–77 No head-to-head RCTs of endoscopic therapies have been reported. A single retrospective cohort study of 66 patients from Japan compared endoscopic band ligation with endoscopic clipping.77 Although, immediate haemostasis was achieved in 100% of cases with each technique, early rebleeding within 30 days occurred in 6% of patients with endoscopic band ligation versus 33% of patients with clipping.78 However, endoscopic band ligation requires removal of the scope, after marking the diverticulum with a clip, and then attachment of a banding device before re-intubation and therapy. Through-the-scope clip therapy can be delivered immediately.

As direct head-to-head comparisons between therapeutic modalities are not available for Western populations,24 considerations from upper GI experience may potentially guide treatment. Diverticular bleeding occurs above the rectum, and is therefore in the relatively thin-walled colon. Should perforation occur, free perforation is likely. Strategies that minimise the risk of perforation—that is, non-thermal therapies such as clipping, banding or haemostatic sprays +/- adrenaline injection, may be preferred to avoid late diathermy-induced perforation. It seems likely from upper GI experience that if epinephrine is used for haemostasis then a second modality should be applied.71 78 As through-the-scope clips can apply therapy without the need to remove the scope, are widely available and familiar, and offer very high rates of immediate haemostasis, they are recommended either alone or after epinephrine injection. The use of haemostatic powders—for example, Hemospray (Cook Medical, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA), are under investigation in LGIB,24 including for bleeding tumours, where they appear effective.79 Other methods can be difficult to apply, however, and such sprays are not licensed for use in the lower GI tract in the UK, but are licensed in other countries for this indication.

**Post-polypectomy bleeding**

Post-polypectomy bleeding is a discrete source of LGIB. As the source of bleeding is likely to be already known, colonoscopy as opposed to CTA should be the first line of investigation and treatment in patients who are unstable. There is no evidence to support one therapeutic modality over another in the colon for post-polypectomy bleeding; however, extrapolating from the literature on peptic ulcer bleeding in the stomach it is likely that the use of two modalities, epinephrine and one other, is sensible. Heater probe and bipolar diathermy should be used with caution and, if necessary, with reduced energy (see next section, ‘Tips for endoscopic therapy in lower GI tract’). Therefore, as for diverticular bleeding, through-the-scope clips are recommended as they are widely available and familiar, either alone or after epinephrine injection. Occasionally an ulcer base related to the polypectomy, may make clips less effective and harder to apply so thermal therapy remains an option. Thermal therapy is also likely to be safer in the thicker-walled rectum below the peritoneal reflection.

**Tips for endoscopic therapy in lower GI tract**

There is often uncertainty among endoscopists as to exact details for volumes of injection, choice of mechanical or thermal therapy and diathermy settings when performing treatment in the LGI tract or small bowel as compared with the UGI tract, with which practitioners generally have more experience. There are few data from RCTs and the availability of haemostatic equipment may vary between units; however, below is some guidance based on the expert opinion of the guideline group and the associated literature review.

- Epinephrine can be injected into the submucosa—for example, quadrantic injection of 1 mL aliquots of 1:10,000 epinephrine around the target to achieve initial haemostasis.31 80
- Caution should be taken when using epinephrine in the rectum to avoid injection into haemorrhoidal vessels which may drain directly into the systemic circulation.
- Through-the-scope clips should be considered first-line treatment for diverticular bleeding as they are widely available, rapid to deploy, low risk and clinically effective.78
- For bipolar coagulation use lower power, less pressure and shorter pulses than in the UGI tract—for example, Gold Probe (Boston Scientific) with ERBE VIO 10–15 W, 2 s pulses until vessel flattening.26 31
- Argon plasma coagulation should be used at lower gas flow rates and power—for example, ERBE VIO, 0.8 L, 30 W.31 82

Practitioners should become familiar with the equipment in their units, and the lead of each unit should ensure that there is relevant LGI-specific local guideline availability.

**Therapy: embolisation**

If extravasation is demonstrated on angiography, embolisation can be undertaken, although there are no direct head-to-head trials or retrospective studies of embolisation versus endoscopic therapy. Choice of treatment is therefore determined by individual patient factors, local expertise and resource availability.

Embolisation can be performed using coils, liquid agents or particles. The principal agents used are platinum coils, N-butyl cyanoacrylate and polyvinyl alcohol particles. The reported
technical success rates of embolisation are high, reported at 93–100%, regardless of which embolic agent is used. Bowel ischaemia is the most commonly reported major complication with an incidence of 7–24%. The risk of rebleeding in the short term after embolisation varies from 10% to 50%. There is a paucity of data on long-term rebleeding rates, but this was reported to be 25% at 2 years in one retrospective study.

Embolisation may be of benefit where a bleeding site is not seen on CTA, particularly in the setting of malignancy, but must be carefully balanced against a possible increased risk of complications. Evidence from a single retrospective study showed empirical embolisation for tumour bleeding had a clinical success rate of 68%, increasing to 98% in the context of acute bleeding. However, a further study including unspecified empiric embolisation showed only a 23% rebleeding risk but a 30-day mortality of 31% versus a mortality of 9% for embolisation where there was active extravasation.

Therapy: surgery

7. We recommend that no patient should proceed to emergency laparotomy unless every effort has been made to localise bleeding by radiological and/or endoscopic modalities, except under exceptional circumstances (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Laparotomy for acute LGIB is undertaken when endoscopic or radiological interventional measures have failed, although there are some uncommon instances, such as an aortoenteric fistula, when proceeding directly to surgery may be justified. Proceeding to laparotomy without localisation of the source of the bleeding can be particularly challenging, and given the well-established risk profile of emergency surgery, should be avoided. Emergency subtotal colectomy is an effective and definitive method of treating unlocalised massive LGIB, but its associated morbidity and mortality limits its usefulness. Even if radiological or endoscopic investigations have been undertaken preoperatively, it is advisable to perform on-table endoscopy after induction of anaesthesia, before proceeding directly to surgery.

In UGIB, the restructuring of surgical services with emergency subspecialisation was associated with reduced mortality for perforated peptic ulceration. Subspecialist experience, intraoperative decision-making, and superior postoperative care have all contributed to this improvement. Surgery should therefore ideally be performed by colorectal surgeons who are able to perform on-table colonoscopy, or in collaboration with medical endoscopists.

Surgery may also be indicated in the management of complications of endoscopic or radiological interventions. A retrospective review of 54 embolised patients reported that surgery was needed for rebleeding or ischaemic complications in 11 cases (20%).

BLOOD TRANSFUSION

8. We recommend that in patients who are clinically stable but may need RBC transfusion, restrictive RBC thresholds (Hb trigger 70 g/L and a Hb concentration target of 70–90 g/L after transfusion) should be used, unless the patient has a history of cardiovascular disease, in which case a trigger of 80 g/L and a target of 100 g/L should be used (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

In the 2015 UK audit, 26.7% patients admitted with LGIB received RBC transfusion at some point during admission, although the national audit demonstrated that over 80% of these may be inappropriate or unnecessary. NICE recommends using restrictive RBC thresholds (70 g/L and a haemoglobin concentration target of 70–90 g/L after transfusion) for patients who need transfusions and who do not have "major haemorrhage", as defined by NICE, or acute coronary syndrome, and that single unit transfusions should be used. Evidence for the use of restrictive thresholds in LGIB is limited and there are no randomised data.

In UGIB two recent RCTs compared restrictive and liberal RBC transfusion. One demonstrated increased 6-week survival and reduced rebleeding with a restrictive transfusion policy, although this effect was not observed in patients with cirrhosis and variceal bleeding. A cluster-randomised pilot study in a UK population of upper GI bleeds showed no improvement in clinical outcomes. However, a meta-analysis including these RCTs did demonstrate a lower risk of mortality and rebleeding with restrictive transfusion.

Evidence for the use of a restrictive transfusion in patients with cardiovascular disease is less conclusive. A systematic review of patients with coronary artery disease, stroke or peripheral vascular disease hospitalised with critical care needs, UGIB, or orthopaedic or vascular surgery, showed increased risk of myocardial infarction or cardiac arrest in patients allocated to a restrictive threshold. This is relevant to LGIB given the high prevalence of cardiovascular comorbidities in patients admitted with LGIB. NICE recommend that for patients with acute coronary syndrome, a RBC threshold of 80 g/L and a haemoglobin concentration target of 80–100 g/L after transfusion should be used.

In contrast to RBC transfusion, platelet or fresh frozen plasma (FFP) transfusion is uncommon, and used in only 1.8% and 2.2% patients, respectively. Most of these components are used in major haemorrhage protocols. There are no randomised data comparing platelet or FFP thresholds in patients with LGIB. Randomised data on FFP is limited to prophylaxis of bleeding. One cohort study of patients undergoing cardiac surgery with excessive perioperative bleeding showed no benefit with FFP transfusion.

DRUG THERAPY CONSIDERATIONS IN ACUTE LGIB

Anticoagulant and antiplatelet use is common in patients presenting with LGIB. Most warfarin is pharmacologically reversed and if managed appropriately, these patients tend not to experience increased rates of rebleeding. Predominantly the anticoagulant effect of direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) is managed by simply withholding this medication. No drug can easily reverse the platelet dysfunction seen with antplatelet agents, and these agents are mostly withheld in the acute setting of LGIB, despite evidence of poorer cardiovascular outcomes in the long term.

9. We recommend interrupting warfarin therapy at presentation (weak recommendation, low quality evidence). In cases of unstable gastrointestinal haemorrhage, anticoagulation should be reversed with prothrombin complex concentrate and vitamin K (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). For patients with low thrombotic risk, warfarin should be restarted at 7 days after haemorrhage (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Warfarin has a long half-life and its anticoagulant effect can persist for 3–5 days after discontinuation of treatment. In the context of GI bleeding, warfarin can be interrupted at presentation. It can be simply discontinued for a low-risk haemorrhage and, in addition, reversed in severe haemorrhage, with vitamin K and prothrombin complex concentrate if required. Overall,
there is a mortality benefit from restarting warfarin once the LGIB has stopped.106–108 A large retrospective study of patients with low thrombotic risk examined the optimum time at which to restart warfarin after GI bleeding.106 If warfarin was restarted between 7 to 15 days after haemorrhage, thromboembolic events and mortality were reduced with no increase in rebleeding rates. Starting warfarin before this resulted in a twofold increase in rebleeding and a non-significant reduction in thromboembolism. Warfarin should therefore be restarted 7 days after LGIB.

10. In patients with high thrombotic risk (ie, prosthetic metal heart valve in mitral position, atrial fibrillation with prosthetic heart valve or mitral stenosis, <3 months after venous thromboembolism), we recommend that low molecular weight heparin therapy be considered at 48 hours after haemorrhage (strong recommendation, low quality evidence).

Bridging of warfarin or DOAC therapy with low molecular weight heparin has not been tested in the setting of acute GI bleeding, but in the elective situation, in patients with low thrombotic risk, there is an increased risk of haemorrhage without reduction in thrombosis.109–111 However, in a patient receiving warfarin with high thrombotic risk—for example, with a metal mitral valve, substitution of warfarin with low molecular weight heparin once the patient is haemodynamically stable with a normal international normalised ratio might be beneficial.

In patients who are receiving unfractionated heparin, discontinuation of the drug is usually adequate due to its short half-life, but in severe life-threatening haemorrhage its effects can be reversed with protamine sulfate. The anticoagulant effect of low molecular weight heparin may persist for 24 hours and protamine sulfate is less effective.

11. We suggest that aspirin for primary prophylaxis of cardiovascular events should be permanently discontinued (weak recommendation, low quality evidence).

12. We recommend that aspirin for secondary prevention is not routinely stopped. If it is stopped, it should be restarted as soon as haemostasis is achieved (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Treatment with antiplatelet agents presents a balance of risk between the beneficial antithrombotic effects versus an increased risk of GI bleeding. Many instances of LGIB cease spontaneously, and others respond to endoscopic, radiological or surgical treatment. A myocardial infarction resulting from discontinuation of antiplatelet therapy in a patient with coronary stents may be fatal, however, and in patients at risk of cerebrovascular disease could result in permanent disability from a stroke. Some patients have relatively low risk indications for antithrombotic therapy and it may be reasonable to discontinue treatment temporarily in the event of LGIB. A recent observational study of patients with LGIB showed that in comparison with patients receiving no antiplatelet or anticoagulant drugs, those receiving a single antiplatelet agent had a threefold increase in rebleeding, although there was no associated increase in interventions to treat bleeding or mortality.112

Aspirin irreversibly inhibits the function of platelets for their lifespan (5–7 days). Its effect on endothelial prostaglandin synthesis is, however, much shorter, and there may be benefits in temporarily stopping aspirin if severe haemorrhage occurs. In patients receiving single antiplatelet agents most rebleeding occurs within 5 days of the index event.112 The risk: benefit analysis of discontinuing aspirin is dependent on the indication for aspirin and on the severity of haemorrhage. In UGIB, the availability of emergency endoscopy and haemostasis is well established and antiplatelet therapy can be continued in patients with high thrombotic risk.113,114 In patients receiving aspirin monotherapy for primary prevention, it may be interrupted on presentation with LGIB with little increase in the risk of thrombosis.112 Permanent discontinuation should be considered.

Patients taking aspirin for secondary prevention are at greater risk of thrombosis than those taking it for primary prevention. Studies of patients receiving long-term low-dose aspirin for secondary prevention, have shown that aspirin discontinuation is associated with a threefold increased risk of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular events, 70% occurring within 7–10 days.113,116 An RCT of patients undergoing surgery found that continuing aspirin for secondary prevention was associated with fewer major cardiac events without an increase in haemorrhage.115 An RCT of aspirin continuation versus placebo in acute peptic ulcer bleeding found a statistically non-significant difference in the incidence of recurrent bleeding in the aspirin group versus placebo (10.3% vs 5%, 5.4 percentage point difference, 95% CI –3.6 to 13.4) but a significantly reduced all-cause mortality in the aspirin group (1.3% vs 12.9%, 11.6 percentage point difference, 95% CI 3.7 to 19.5).118 This was after endoscopic therapy to achieve haemostasis, and all patients received proton pump inhibitor infusions. In LGIB, an observational study of patients receiving single antiplatelet therapy demonstrated no benefit for rebleeding or mortality in withholding the drug for <5 days in comparison with continuing it.112 We therefore recommend that aspirin for secondary prevention should not be routinely stopped. If it is stopped, it should be restarted as soon as haemostasis is achieved.

13. We recommend that dual antiplatelet therapy with a P2Y12 receptor antagonist and aspirin is not routinely stopped in patients with coronary stents in situ and management should be in liaison with a cardiologist (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). In unstable haemorrhage we recommend continuing aspirin if the P2Y12 receptor antagonist is interrupted (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). P2Y12 receptor antagonist therapy should be reinstated within 5 days (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence).

Dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) is prescribed for patients with acute coronary artery syndromes, and those with coronary artery stents and is generally recommended for 12 months following placement of drug-eluting coronary stents. Occasionally, bare metal coronary stents are sited, and DAPT is recommended for 1 month, though aspirin is continued long term for both types of stents. Acute GI bleeding during DAPT is a high-risk situation, and the imperative, after adequate resuscitation, is to achieve haemostasis within the GI tract. Patients who develop LGIB while receiving DAPT have a fivefold increase in rebleeding.112 In patients on DAPT with coronary stents it would be preferable to continue treatment owing to the risk of stent thrombosis, and liaison should occur with a senior cardiologist in the emergency setting. Patients with other vascular stents should also be discussed with the responsible treating physician, surgeon or interventional radiologist.

In the event of severe LGIB it may be necessary to temporarily discontinue antiplatelet therapy, but this should be limited to clopidogrel (or other P2Y12 inhibitor), and aspirin continued. The P2Y12 inhibitor should be restarted within 5 days at a maximum owing to the high risk of thrombosis after this time. This timeframe is based on a large number of studies of discontinuation of antiplatelet therapy in patients with drug-eluting stents, and represents an optimal balance between haemorrhage and thrombosis,119 though it has not been tested prospectively.
If antithrombotic therapy is withheld, the timing of restarting it after LGIB is determined by the risk of rebleeding versus the risk of acute thrombosis without antithrombotic therapy. There are no randomised studies on the timing of reintroduction of antithrombotic therapy for LGIB in the immediate inpatient setting. A cohort study by Chan et al compared patients who continued long-term aspirin after admission with LGIB, versus those who discontinued it. The latter group had fewer rebleeding events, but significantly more cardiovascular events and deaths. This is in keeping with the cohort study by Oakland et al on a short interruption of antiplatelet therapy.

14. **We recommend interrupting direct oral anticoagulant therapy at presentation** (strong recommendation, low quality evidence). We recommend considering treatment with inhibitors such as idarucizumab orandexan for life-threatening haemorrhage on direct oral anticoagulants (strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence). We suggest restarting DOAC treatment at a maximum of 7 days after haemorrhage (weak recommendation, very low quality evidence).

DOACs have a rapid onset of action, and full anticoagulant activity is established within 3 hours of the first dose. They have relatively short half-lives, but these will be prolonged in renal failure, particularly for dabigatran. In most cases of LGIB it is sufficient to withhold the drug, resuscitate the patient and wait for the anticoagulant effects to dissipate. Severe GI bleeding with DOACs is challenging to manage and advice should be sought from a haematologist. Vitamin K, FFP or protamine sulphate are ineffective. Prothrombin complex concentrate reverses the anticoagulant effect of rivaroxaban, but not dabigatran, in healthy volunteers, but this has not been tested in acute GI bleeding. Haemodialysis might be of some benefit in dabigatran patients with severe life-threatening haemorrhage. Fortunately, an antidote for dabigatran, idarucizumab, is now licensed for this situation, and adexanet is available for the anti-factor Xa inhibitors. Other antidotes are in development.

DOAC reintroduction will result in rapid re-anticoagulation, and this should be considered when planning the timing of this. Patients with a history of atrial fibrillation will be at relatively low risk of thrombosis after temporary DOAC discontinuation but this may be greater in a patient who has had a recent stroke. Restarting DOAC at 7 days after haemorrhage would seem reasonable in most cases based on experience with warfarin. In a patient at high risk of rebleeding, anticoagulation with warfarin may be preferable to DOAC therapy owing to the more effective and rapid reversal of anticoagulation that is possible with warfarin. Patients who develop LGIB while receiving antiplatelet or anticoagulant drugs may have valid concerns about interrupting these drugs. Where there is clinical equipoise about this, the lead clinician for GI bleeding should liaise with the clinician who has initiated this treatment.

### Antifibrinolytic drugs

Tranexamic acid improves mortality from trauma when given intravenously in the acute setting, and has therefore been incorporated into the massive transfusion protocols in many hospitals. There is some evidence for its benefit in acute GI bleeding. Several trials of tranexamic acid in UGIB have been carried out, which on pooled analysis showed a 40% risk reduction in mortality. However, this treatment benefit for mortality was no longer apparent when the analysis was limited to trials at low risk of bias. Furthermore, the studies were considered historic and before the routine use of high-dose acid suppression and endoscopic therapy, and thus their extrapolation to modern day care is uncertain. Studies have been too small to assess the effect of tranexamic acid on thromboembolic events in the context of GI bleeding. At this time we suggest that use of tranexamic acid in acute LGIB is confined to clinical trials, pending the results of the HALT-IT trial.

### Organisation of services

15. **All hospitals should have a GI bleeding lead and agreed pathways for the management of acute LGIB** (good practice statement).

16. **We recommend that all hospitals that routinely admit patients with LGIB should have access to 7/7 on-site colonoscopy and the facilities to provide endoscopic therapy** (good practice statement).

17. **We recommend that all hospitals that routinely admit patients with LGIB should have access to 24/7 interventional radiology either on site, or via a formalised referral pathway to another hospital** (good practice statement).

The 2015 NCEPOD report recommended that ‘the traditional separation of care for GI bleeding in hospitals should stop’. All acute hospitals should have a lead clinician who is responsible for local integrated care pathways for both upper and lower GI bleeding and their clinical governance, including identifying named consultants, ideally gastroenterologists, who would be responsible for the emergency and ongoing care of all major GI bleeds. Given the complexity of care required by this heterogeneous group of patients, we support this recommendation; however, it is realised that many local factors exist that will not make the same model of care suitable for all hospitals. It is strongly recommended that every hospital has a clinical lead for gastrointestinal bleeding who is responsible for the integrated implementation of care and the monitoring of key performance indicators.

In their 2015 report, NCEPOD recommended that ‘patients with any acute GI bleed should only be admitted to hospitals with 24/7 access to on-site endoscopy, IR (on site or covered by a formal network), on-site abdominal surgery, on-site critical care and anaesthesia.’ The provision of these services requires the availability of appropriately trained staff and specialist equipment. The 2015 national LGIB audit examined organisational compliance with this standard, finding that 73% hospitals were able to provide 24/7 access to lower GI endoscopy, 55% 24/7 on-site or networked IR and 99% critical care and emergency abdominal surgery.

### Lower GI endoscopy

In this guideline, we recommend that patients with major bleeding should undergo inpatient colonoscopy on the next available list. The 2015 audit found that only 57% hospitals had defined emergency slots on their endoscopy lists that could be used for LGIB. Endoscopy departments may therefore need to consider the extra capacity required to support this recommendation. Evidence does not support the need to routinely perform colonoscopy for LGIB within 12 or 24 hours; however, it may be appropriate to occasionally perform colonoscopy with a view to providing treatment over a weekend rather than waiting for the next available service list.

### Interventional radiology (IR)

Nationally there is considerable variation in the provision of IR, ranging from 24/7 on-site access to ‘no arrangements in place.’ A retrospective review of 99415 hospitalisations for diverticular...
LGIB found that the need to transfer was independently associated with mortality. Hospitals without 24/7 on-site IR should therefore have a formalised referral pathway to another provider, with details of the specialty of the receiving team and patient transfer services.

Surgery
In the UK mortality from laparotomy is between 3.6% and 41.7%, and consultant presence in theatre varies. Acute care surgery models as well as centralised units and hospitals with dedicated emergency operating rooms, access to radiology and intensive care facilities are all factors associated with improved clinical and financial outcomes in the delivery of emergency general surgery. There is, however, no consensus on the elements that constitute an ideal acute care surgery model and how it can be introduced into current surgical practice.

COST EFFECTIVENESS
The treatment algorithm proposed in this guideline (figure 1) focuses the use of resources towards unstable patients. In the national audit, shocked patients accounted for only 2.3% of all admissions. Early intervention is cost effective as it is likely to be associated with reduced need for supportive treatments, such as RBC transfusion and a reduced length of stay.

We recommend that patients with major bleeding receive colonoscopy on the next available inpatient list. Currently, only 25% of admitted patients undergo lower GI endoscopy and a further 30% will have an outpatient flexible sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy. The national incidence of LGIB requiring hospital admission is estimated to be 21 120 cases a year. Performing lower GI endoscopy on the 45% of these who are not currently receiving these interventions will equate to an additional 9500 lower GI endoscopies nationally, or 66 per NHS hospital per year, or five per month. This additional cost should be offset by the increased identification of patients who do not need acute admission. In the national audit, the average length of stay of patients with an Oakland score ≤8 was 4 days. An additional cost saving can be made by avoiding unnecessary transfusion, which accounts for as many as 80% of RBC transfusions.

Key performance indicators
Both the NECPOD report and NHSBT audit found deficiencies in the provision of 24/7 colonoscopy and IR. Hospitals that routinely admit patients with LGIB should audit their access to upper and lower GI endoscopy, CTA, catheter angiography and embolisation, particularly in the out of hours setting. Key performance indicators should also include waiting times for inpatient colonoscopy and flexible sigmoidoscopy and the length of time between performance of CTA and catheter angiography. A case review of any patient proceeding to laparotomy for haemorrhage control should be undertaken, focusing on the use and findings of preoperative diagnostics to establish whether surgery might have been avoided.

Given the high proportion of RBC transfusions in patients with LGIB that may be deemed inappropriate, all hospitals should regularly audit the use of blood transfusion, including the appropriateness of Hb triggers, thresholds and volume of blood transfusions. All patients who are unstable, or meet the criteria for a major bleed should have a rebleed plan documented in their medical notes. This should beaudited regularly.

LIMITATIONS
The evidence base for the management of LGIB is incomplete and inferior compared with that which is available for UGIB. In particular, there are few RCTs comparing approaches to diagnosis or management. Using GRADE methodology many of our recommendations are STRONG despite WEAK evidence. It is worth considering the criteria that GRADE advises for a ‘strong recommendation’. From a clinician’s perspective a STRONG recommendation implies that ‘most patients should receive the recommended course of action’. From a patient’s perspective, ‘most people in your situation would want the recommended course of action and only a small proportion would not’. GRADE permits strong recommendations to be made when the quality of evidence is low if there is a suggestion of benefit in a life-threatening situation. We believe that the guideline recommends prompt and accurate diagnosis and management, fulfilling these criteria despite the quality of empirical evidence available for investigation of such a difficult subject.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research should compare the efficacy of mesenteric embolisation with endoscopic therapy in major bleeds, as a priority. There is a lack of RCTs comparing haemostatic techniques in the colon, limiting the recommendations that can be made in this guideline. Studies that do exist tend not to include Western populations. This gap in the evidence base should be addressed. To aid initial assessment of bleed severity, we recommend the use of the Oakland score as a method of predicting clinical risk. This score was developed from one of the largest prospective databases of LGIB and externally validated, but has not been further validated beyond a study environment. Further external validation studies should be undertaken, and as the score has a high specificity, some patients who might be safely discharged immediately, may currently be identified as requiring admission. Further studies to determine the optimal score threshold for safe discharge are required. In the future the ideal risk score would be valid in both upper and lower GI bleeding, to enable coordination of care. As such, the development of a unifying risk score should be a research priority. Similarly, further iterations of this guideline should include both upper and lower GI bleeding in order to discourage the separation of these patients in the future. Increasing numbers of patients are receiving combination antiplatelet therapy or DOACs. No data are available on the optimum time to restart these medications should they be stopped, and studies to answer this question are urgently required.
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